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LET'S SHIFT FORWARD
Looking back at all the instances in years
past that we have used the word “disruption”
to talk about cultural and consumer shifts, it
seems we may have been using it too
cavalierly when comparing those occasions
to 2020, which has truly been a year of
disruption. For nearly a year, consumers
have had to reckon with lockdowns, social
distancing, illness, loneliness, financial
hardship, job loss, political division, protests,
uncertainty, and so much more in the
cultural times of Covid-19. Their lives and
even their values have been irreversibly
altered as they reconsider what’s important
to them going forward after such a period
of upheaval.
This meant that in 2020, marketers,
strategists, and innovators had to toss their
rulebooks and rethink the way they do their
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jobs because consumer behavior, indeed
human behavior, has radically changed.
These are confusing times, but these
are also times rife with opportunity for
reinvention when one reads the Signals
of 2021.
With this as a backdrop, it’s an exciting
moment to discuss shifts in consumer
behavior and attitudes, and it’s never been
more critical for brands to be aware of the
changing atmosphere in which they
operate. This report is a roadmap for brands
to begin to confidently navigate these
challenging times. It’s not a complete
picture of all the changes of this era as
many are still taking shape, and therefore
brands will need to employ ongoing
reflection and routine temperature checks.

The analysis that follows is split into two
chapters: shifts that we’ve been tracking over
time that have gone from niche to mass and
shifts that have recently bubbled up that are
poised to take strong hold in the months and
years ahead. Each of these shifts will affect
multiple industries, impacting the way they do
business and how they must think about
consumers' wants and needs. Many present
challenges, but all open the door to new
prospects for brands that bravely adapt.
In the pages that follow, you’ll find implications
and recommendations to inspire your brand’s
strategy and marketing efforts to help you
stay relevant and ahead of your competition
in 2021 and beyond.

Atmosphere
of 2020
Confusion
Reimagining
Coping
Activism
Division

Atmosphere
of 2021
Perseverence
Rebuilding
Hopefulness
Progress
Unity

Let’s do this!
Emily, Meredith & Melanie
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FROM MASS TO NICHE
1. THE PURPOSE OF STORES EVOLVES AS CUSTOMERS
EMBRACE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
2. THE NEW MAKER MOVEMENT CREATES
NEW BUY POINTS
3. THE REINVENTION OF LIVE EXPERIENCES IS
VIRTUALLY JUST BEGINNING
4. INTRA-NATIONAL TOURISM GAINS
TRACTION WITH ROAD TRIPS
5. THE FOCUS ON FITNESS MOVES
INTO THE HOME

//

1. The Purpose Of Stores
Evolves As Consumers
Embrace Pick-Up & Delivery

Same-day home delivery, once considered a
luxury service, has quickly shifted to a
practicality for many consumers around the
world in the wake of the pandemic.
Across the U.S., consumers have embraced delivery
of everything from restaurant food and groceries to
makeup, prescriptions, and department store
purchases. New services are also cropping up to
bring delivery options to niche and premium brands:
FastAF provides 2-hour delivery for a cohort of
brands including Moon Juice, PYT Beauty, and Byredo.
Delivery also grew significantly in places with strict
lockdowns, such as Europe (Delivery Hero), Latin
America (Rappi), and the Middle East (Careem),

The four largest food delivery players in the U.S.—UberEats, Doordash GrubHub, and Postmates—more than doubled their revenue from April to September, compared to the same period in 2019. (Source: MarketWatch)

introducing new users to the concept in
places where delivery simply wasn’t a part of
the culture, such as Italy. And many of these
new users are planning to continue using
such services post-pandemic.
The pandemic has also been the tipping
point for “click and collect” shopping, which
has been around for several years at many
major retailers. Curbside pick-up rose
significantly during the pandemic as
consumers embraced contactless shopping
options out of safety concerns, and they’ve
fallen in love with the
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2X
52%

the increase in revenue
among the top 5 U.S.
delivery services: UberEats,
DoorDash, Grubhub, and
Postmates since 2019.
(MarketWatch)

of consumers who have
tried restaurant delivery
during the pandemic say
they're likely to continue
using it, including 82% of
those in Brazil.
(Citi)

convenience as it saves them time and stress. During
the course of the pandemic, retailers as diverse as
Sam’s Club, Aldi, Kohl’s, and Best Buy added pick-up
options for their shoppers. Target, which had already
offered same-day pick-up for many non-perishable
items, expanded the service to include fresh and
frozen groceries, thus seeing a 278% increase in pickup and Shipt deliveries between February and May.

//

202%
5X

rise in 'click & collect' orders placed online in
the U.S. between March and May 2020.
(Rakuten Intelligence)
growth prescription delivery business
Capsule saw during the pandemic.
(New York Post)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Some “stores” will become distribution
and service centers.

With delivery and pick-up options becoming more
widespread, consumers can now easily avoid
shopping in-store when they wish. In the extreme,
consumers could choose not to set foot in stores in
the future, with retail locations evolving into
distribution centers where consumers come to grab
their purchases and delivery people buzz about
getting packages to their final destinations. (We’re
already seeing this evolution in the restaurant
industry with the growth of ghost kitchens that
function only to make food for delivery.) Such spaces
will need to be centers of efficiency, allowing visitors
to get in and out with the least amount of friction,
taking lessons from Rent The Runway, Nordstrom
Local, and Amazon Go stores. These future spaces
will not offer stock of goods but rather services, such
as pick-up, repairs, and consultations.

Some “stores” will become leisure centers.
At the other end of the spectrum, consumers will still
want to visit stores—albeit for less utilitarian reasons
than picking up goods. This follows a pre-pandemic
evolution we witnessed among DTC brands that
established physical stores. Instead of coming to buy,
consumers want to experience a brand, which doesn’t
require a traditional store so much as a community
space designed in the brands’ image. Particularly
following the pandemic when many sensory
experiences have been dulled and muted, brands
can leverage physical spaces as a significant and
entirely new form of touch point with consumers that
is more meaningful than transactional. With minimal,
if any, merchandise, these brand experiences will
have little need for sales associates to aid in decision
making and purchases; instead they will need guides
who curate and ensure a positive visit and therefore
positive brand sentiment.
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2. The New Maker Movement
Creates New Buy Points
The four largest food delivery players in the U.S.—UberEats, Doordash GrubHub, and Postmates—more than doubled their revenue from April to September, compared to the same period in 2019. (Source: MarketWatch)

Many consumers did a lot of taking stock during the
pandemic, especially in their home habits.
With additional time on their hands and a
conservative financial mindset, they sparked a
resurgence of the maker trend.
From cooking to building to sewing, people were newly
trying their hands at “old” skills. During the pandemic,
making helped consumers feel productive, that they
were learning something worthwhile, and that they had
a means to give back, with many donating the results of
their efforts, such as handmade masks. The benefits
weren’t all altruistic; making things also helped
consumers save money and gave them something to
post about on social media when they couldn’t go out.

41%
150%
© 2020 | Signals // 2021

of American are spending
more time on home
improvement and craft
projects since the
pandemic began.
(Ipsos)

uptick in views of craft
tutorials by Michael's on
Facebook Live.
(Washington Post)
| #Signals2021

Brands encouraged the maker
resurgence:
Face Kit launched to help people create
their own skincare at home
Luxe clothing brand Lingua Franca
launched an embroidery kit and
workshop
Denny’s released make-at-home diner
meal kits
Dannijo released a tie-dye kit, which
included a bandana that could be worn
as a face covering

This trend has staying power for a few core reasons. First, it connects with consumers’ desire to be more eco-conscious; they feel less
wasteful as they creatively use things they have around their homes, and they can buy fewer new mass-produced goods. In addition,
hand-making items is often a mindful and meditative process, which is why crafting historically spikes during crises. This is not only
important during the pandemic when many people are experiencing mental health challenges but also going forward as mental
health concerns continue at heightened levels due to stress and ongoing uncertainty. Furthermore, creating with their own two hands
engenders a sense of pride because makers are able to feel self-sufficient in contrast to today’s mass-produced culture.

221%

rise in searches on Etsy for DIY kits in a
3-month period during the pandemic.
(Teen Vogue)

//

200%

increase in online sales reported by UK
craft store Hobbycraft, which also reached
over 15 million people with its craft classes
during the pandemic.
(The Guardian)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

Brands can tap into consumers' innate maker tendencies during this time by rethinking their product offerings and
pivoting, as many companies have learned they can do quickly when necessary during the pandemic.
As consumers lean into the idea of making instead of
buying, brands will have to reconsider what they’re
selling and where they might find new buy points within
their production processes. For example, instead of only
selling a chunky knit sweater, a retail brand could offer
a pattern and yarn. Or a food brand could go beyond
providing typical recipes to also offering directions to
use food scraps and waste in creative ways such as
natural dyes or DIY beauty treatments to tap into
consumers’ eco-maker desires.

Consumers have also embraced kits as they
explore new skills, such as meal kits and craft
kits; brands can consider a pivot to maker kits
to help consumers get started. Brands also
have an opportunity to help consumers feel
successful as they get crafty by providing pro
tips and advice from the experts they already
have on staff. When messaging such offerings,
lean into personal achievement and ecofriendly factors.
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3. The Reinvention Of
Live Experiences Is
Virtually Just Beginning
The four largest food delivery players in the U.S.—UberEats, Doordash GrubHub, and Postmates—more than doubled their revenue from April to September, compared to the same period in 2019. (Source: MarketWatch)

In the first several weeks of the pandemic, many people were bored, lonely, and
trying to be responsible and obey lockdown orders. With wifi connections and
screens, they explored entertainment that could take them beyond their four walls—
enter virtual live events. Over the course of the pandemic, such events evolved
quickly. The first were simple, essentially just live streamed performances, but
brands soon got creative: they reimagined what a live experience could be without
the limitations of the real world. The over-the-top virtual stages of the EDM festival
Tomorrowland Around The World included Katy Perry performing from a clownshaped hot air balloon; Travis Scott was larger than life as attendees flew through
the air around him in Astronomical, a series of short concert events in Fortnite.
Because these virtual events aren’t trying to recreate traditional live events
but are instead inventing an entirely new experience, they have the power
to last well into the future, even when in-person live events resume.
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99%
12 million

year-over-year growth of the live
stream industry (Stream Elements and
Arsenal.gg data cited by The Verge)

viewers tuned in to
Astronomical featuring
Travis Scott in Fortnite.
(The Verge)
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1million

tickets sold for the virtual
concert Tomorrowland
Around The World.
(Pollstar)

//

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

With Astronomical, along with the
spectacular show, Fortnite players were
able to complete challenges to earn sought
after digital assets, such as a special glider,
emotes, and load screens.

Rarity creates value, even in digital fashion.
Attendees of Helsinki Fashion Week were
able to claim one-of-a-kind digital
designer garments that could be styled on
photos or used in virtual spaces.

For fans of Marc Jaobs, the Marc Jacobs
Fragrance launch by Coty gave many a
new level of access to the designer. Taking
place over Zoom, the event was able to
connect with a wider audience from around
the world. Attendees were able to tune in for
talks with the designer himself, attend live
performances, and have their photo taken
by a fashion photographer.

In creating ComplexLand, a virtual event in
lieu of ComplexCon, Complex knew that
attendees would want to come away with
the latest goods from their favorite brands,
so it made sure to include a retail
component with brands setting up virtual
shops. Visitors also like to connect with
others and get their share of attention at
the con, so the event incorporated a
persistent chat.

Whether building experiences within gaming platforms like Fortnite and Animal Crossing: New Horizons or
leveraging services such as Zoom and Twitch, brands can tap virtual experiences to grant consumers greater
access than ever before because the barriers of location and time are reduced, and they can also use such
experiences to create a sense of exclusivity, with limited edition content and merch.
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Dua Lipa’s live stream concert reportedly cost upwards of $1.5 million to produce and earned more than 5 million
viewers—and prompted a 70% spike for her forthcoming live tour, showing that live and live streaming can coexist.
Just as with a traditional live experience, for a virtual or live streamed event to be successful, it’s critical to know
your audience and what they value:

//

4. Intra-National Tourism
Gains Traction With
Road Trips

After months of quarantining, sheltering-in-place, and/or
uncertainty about how to live amidst the virus, summer
2020 ushered in a road trip renaissance. Cars became a
coveted vehicle to escape the stress of day-to-day life
and a safe haven to social distance, as did RVs, building
on the already popular #vanlife movement. Road trippers
found pleasure in venturing to places they may have
otherwise overlooked in their own country, and cherished
the carefree feelings that come with the open road. The
rise of road trips also led to a surge in outdoor adventure.
GPS data reveals that visitors to U.S. national parks
reached record levels. The vastness of nature was a stark,
welcome contrast to the trapping feelings of being stuck
at home and tied to screens.

The four largest food delivery players in the U.S.—UberEats, Doordash GrubHub, and Postmates—more than doubled their revenue from April to September, compared to the same period in 2019. (Source: MarketWatch)

80%

of U.S. adults who had
planned a trip for 2020
were taking road trips.
(AAA)

1 in 5 U.S. adults who road
tripped between March and
August 2020 were first-time
visitors to a national park.
(Chevrolet/The Harris Poll)
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70%

of U.S. adults who are coordinating trips
over the next 10 months intend to travel
by car. (Volvo/The Harris Poll)

61%

of families globally are more likely to
visit an outdoorsy destination in 2021
than an urban one. (VRBO)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

//

Road trips are here to stay, particularly as flying will remain an uncommon occurrence for
the foreseeable future. While this is in large part due to health concerns, and subsequently,
a greater focus on domestic travel, consumers have also found many upsides to traveling
by car:
It allows consumers to create their own schedule and be spontaneous, and
caters to their growing expectations for convenience.

Driving is less harmful for the environment than flying, and Covid-19 has given further
reason to travel by plane sparingly. It's accelerated "flight shaming," a term popularized in
2019 by Greta Thunberg with her refusal to travel by plane, and echoed by airline KLM in an
ad asking people to fly less. In 2020, "flight shaming" took on the form of judgment towards
travelers who put others' lives at risk. Now, with both environmental and health factors
influencing consumer sentiment about flying, road trips will remain a suitable alternative.

These travel trends have significant implications for other industries for the next few years. For instance,
consumers will continue to seek apparel and footwear that's conducive to outdoor adventures, as well
as food and beverages that are easy and fulfilling to take on the road or an outdoor excursion. Gear
and supplies will remain a necessity for these experiences, and consumers will crave entertainment that
drivers and passengers alike can enjoy on the journey, such as playlists, podcasts, and audiobooks.
There's also an opportunity for brands to reach consumers on the road, as spice brand McCormick did
in creating a pop-up at an RV campground to enhance visitors' grilling experience.
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5. The Focus On Fitness
Moves Into The Home
The four largest food delivery players in the U.S.—UberEats, Doordash GrubHub, and Postmates—more than doubled their revenue from April to September, compared to the same period in 2019. (Source: MarketWatch)

150%41%
With gyms and fitness studios limiting capacity
or closed altogether, and group sports on pause,
the home has become the primary space to
exercise. Enter the booming market for at-home
workout equipment and virtual fitness services.
For many accustomed to exercising, it was a
no-brainer to purchase products and/or services to
keep up with their healthy habits, particularly as it
replaced their typical fitness expenses like gym
memberships and post-workout smoothie splurges.
Many consumers who weren't previously focused on
fitness got on board, too, as they realized how critical
it was for their physical and mental health.

Fitness was already a flourishing industry pre-Covid-19, but it became
even more important amidst the context of 2020 and with increased
ease of access. Working out offered much-needed structure and routine
during a period of mass disruption and uncertainty. The endorphins from
exercising were an essential mood boost to help cope with one crisis
after another, from the fear and loneliness of the pandemic, to the
economic downfall, to climate disasters, to racial injustice, and a
polarizing election. Consumers also turned to exercise as a productive
outlet that gave them a measurable way to see personal improvement
during the pandemic and feel a sense of accomplishment. And for many
who were homebound under the same roof as others, exercise became
necessary to carve out "me time." It was one of the few ways to separate
from everyone and everything to recharge.
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72%

increase in sales of
fitness equipment
in the U.S. from
August 2019August 2020.
(NPD)

600%

increase in sales of weights
for Boxflex and NordicTrak.
(USA Today)

//

2 million

new users per month joined
fitness tracking platform
Strava. (TechCrunch)

9 in 10

U.S. adults who plan to return to a gym
will also continue at-home workouts.
(The Beachbody Company)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

Covid-19 has amplified the mindset that health needs to be
preventive and one's body needs to be built up to fight infection.
With this emphasis, it's easier to stick to an exercise routine.

.

Though the household can provide distractions, it also creates
little excuse to opt out. There's fewer barriers when fitness can be
done at home, any time of day or night.
With exercise offerings where consumers are every day—at home
and on their screens—they are frequently reminded of what they
should be doing. Notifications further bring motivation to
consumers versus them having to seek it out.

At-home fitness gives consumers across
locations equal access to specialty classes,
and the ability to exercise with those who live
far away. This benefit will likely sustain the
demand post-pandemic.
The home provides a judgment-free zone,
which sharply contrasts with the intimidation of
gyms or in-person classes. It's easier to work
up to one's goals without worrying about what
others think; consumers are able to focus on
exercise and how it makes them feel.

Going forward, we'll likely see more fitness equipment that takes up minimal space in the home, much like Mirror and Tempo, or
that blends into furniture such as The Hidden Gym by Swedish company 24Stroage, along with a steady demand for fitness
apps/digital services. We'll also see at-home services increasingly incorporate social components to compete with IRL, as
subscription service Obé has done with a Workout Parties feature for members to exercise with others they invite via video
within the platform.
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The popularity of at-home fitness is poised to outlast the pandemic, with many
likely to exercise at home and at gyms/studios for the following reasons:

//

EMERGING SHIFTS IN 2021
1. FROM BRAND PURPOSE TO BRAND PROMISE
2. PUTTING THE SOCIAL BACK IN SOCIAL MEDIA
3. TURNING ON SCREENS TO SHUT OUT THE WORLD
4. VALUES STATEMENTS ARE IN STYLE

5. BEAUTY EXPERIMENTATION LEADS TO A MAXIMALIST AESTHETIC
6. PSYCHEDELICS REACH A TRIPPING POINT
7. CITIES AREN'T DEAD; THEY'RE GOING THROUGH A METAMORPHOSIS

//

1. From Brand Purpose
To Brand Promise
For the past decade, “brand purpose” has been cemented in the marketing
lexicon as brands increasingly recognized the value (financially and
reputationally) in taking a stand on social issues. From P&G’s raw documentary
about its internal history supporting its LGBTQ employees as part of its Pride
initiatives to Nike’s 2018 campaign with Colin Kaepernick putting a focus on
racial inequality, brands have declared that they care about the same issues
that their customers do. According to Accenture, two in three U.S. consumers
want companies to stand up for the issues they’re passionate about. With 2020
bringing many critical causes to center stage—from the public health crisis to
Black Lives Matter to climate change—the field of purpose-driven brands has
become ever more crowded, while the need for brands to take meaningful
action has grown stronger. With the power that brands wield, consumers see
them as more capable than other institutions to create positive change, and
they’re asking them to stand up as the world faces crises on many fronts.
To respond to consumer expectations (and to stand out from the field),
we predict that companies will shift from brand purpose to a new era of
brand promise in 2021 and the years ahead.

2 in 3 U.S. consumers want
companies to stand up for the
issues they're passionate about.
(Accenture)
© 2020 | Signals // 2021
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Going beyond merely signifying support for a cause,
the era of brand promise will see companies step up
to create solutions, paving the way for public policy
and systems through their actions. This is marked by
brands declaring they will meet measurable goals,
showing that they are more than merely aligned with

//

consumers’ values but also that they will be change
agents, tangibly improving the world. We saw hints of
this during the pandemic, with many brands quick to
respond to public need by pivoting to make hand
sanitizer, masks, and other PPE.

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

Creating a brand promise and taking an active role in social change is critical, especially to win over younger
consumers who tend to be skeptical of soft claims and demand to see results (this is true of their own activism as
well as that of brands).
By sealing their support with a
measurable outcome, brands
can demonstrate to consumers
that they truly care about the
cause and intend to make a
meaningful difference—routinely
sharing progress on their goals
will prove the impact behind
this intent.

As with the prior shift to
brand purpose, those
that move first to brand
promise will be the
biggest winners, earning
a strong positive
association with the
cause being addressed.

Consumers are increasingly
discerning about the brands
they choose and look at factors
beyond functionality and
sometimes even cost; those
that fail to shift to these new
impact-centered expectations
face losing relevance and
consumer support.

With all consumers increasingly feeling like the world is broken, they are looking to brands to help remedy what they
can. Where other institutions lack the resources or cultural power to influence, brands are uniquely poised to be able
to meet bold promises of change. And doing good is also often good for one's bottom line.
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BUILDING BRAND PROMISE

BE
BOLD.

TO THE
CORE.

MAKE
PROGRESS.

MAKE IT
PERSONAL.

To successfully create a
brand promise, companies

A brand’s promise should
connect with its core values;

After this declaration, brands
need to provide updates,

Finally, brands should
humanize their efforts,

impact on a specific cause
or issue.

company-wide and not just
a surface level effort.

possible, not only noting the
wins but also acknowledging

should design a bold plan
with measurable results that
will have a recognizable

it needs to ensure that its
promise and dedication to
the cause is reflected

tracking progress toward
their goals. Such updates
should be as transparent as

setbacks and challenges,
discussing how they’re being
addressed.
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encouraging employees to
get involved and recognizing
their contributions both
internally and externally.

BRAND PROMISE & CLIMATE CHANGE
The attention to climate change may have temporarily taken a backseat to the immediacy of
the pandemic, but consumers see environmental issues as critical and urgent following a
particularly severe year of climate disasters, including wildfires, accelerating melting of glaciers
and ice sheets, and catastrophic storms or floods touching every continent. Much like the
pandemic, many see climate change as affecting all of humanity and as a race against the
clock. Addressing such a challenge is poignant for a brand: it’s akin to the space race, blending
leaps of innovation with pride of achievement while rushing against the deadline of the year
2030, the first goal post set by the IPCC. Here's some inspiration:

//

MICROSOFT GOES CARBON NEGATIVE

REFORMATION WILL BE CLIMATE POSITIVE

Microsoft announced a daring plan at the start of 2020.
Sweeping past carbon neutrality, which the brand will achieve
by 2030, it has gone further to promise to remove more

Sustainability has been a core value of Reformation. The brand is
already carbon neutral, so when crafting its brand promise in 2020, it
set its sights on becoming climate positive. That could be easy for a

to help each other reach net zero carbon emissions and
provide a blueprint for all companies. This collaboration

bigger picture stuff.” The company will provide updates on its progress
in its sustainability reports, in which it will also address efforts to

carbon from the environment than it has produced during its
entire existence by 2050. The company is partnering with
other major businesses to cooperatively share their process

includes a $1 billion climate innovation fund. Furthermore, the
brand is empowering customers with tools, such as the
Microsoft Sustainability Calculator, to measure and improve
their own carbon footprints.

carbon neutral brand—a few tweaks and it can claim a positive
impact. But as the brand’s announcement states, “We want to set the
bar high. ... But we won’t consider ourselves legit until we achieve the

combat racial inequality. While Reformation has been a forerunner
when it comes to climate impact, it is beginning to address other

challenges, such as its treatment of BIPOC employees, working to bring
the brand up to minimal expected standards in this area.
© 2020 | Signals // 2021
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BRAND PROMISE & RACIAL INEQUALITY
The summer of 2020 saw the reinvigoration of the
Black Lives Matter movement following a series of
tragic deaths of Black individuals. Fueled by the
introspection of the pandemic, Americans paused
to consider how their actions have contributed to
the legacy of systemic racism and to make specific
efforts to change their behaviors. They look to

brands not only to take a stand but also to make the same
effort to look at their internal practices and break the
patterns of racism. Consumers also demand action: 63%
say that brands’ words must be backed with action or they
risk being seen as exploiting the situation. While many
brands have addressed BLM and racism in 2020, only a few
have stepped up with a true brand promise. Here are two:

SEPHORA TAKES THE FIFTEEN PERCENT PLEDGE

MATTEL REFLECTS DIVERSITY IN PRODUCT & PERSONNEL

Brand promise can be inspired by external movements,
as Sephora demonstrated when it signed the Fifteen

Mattel has made diversity a core focus. Along with offering dolls with more
diverse body types, skin colors, and hair textures, in 2019, it introduced dolls

this promise, but it didn’t stop there; Sephora has
internalized its promise. Recently, the company closed

shy away from a difficult topic at a challenging time, the brand posted a
youth-friendly video of Barbie and her friend Nikki, who is Black, discussing

Percent Pledge, dedicating a representative amount of
shelf space to Black-owned brands. The brand became
the first major retailer among many companies to make

stores nationwide for two hours of diversity and inclusion
training for all employees. It commissioned a study on
racial bias in retail that it has published publicly with the
goal of helping other retailers better understand the
issue as well. The company also launched an

accelerator program for beauty brand founders of color.

with disabilities, including dolls in wheelchairs and with prosthetic limbs. More
recently, it created a line of gender neutral dolls that come with
interchangeable hairstyles and a range of clothing options. And rather than

racism during the Black Lives Matter protests this year. Along with its many
actions at the product level, the brand’s 2020 goals include providing equal

pay by gender and race and increasing representation of women and
people of color at all levels within the company. This commitment to diversity
is cascaded down to the company’s other brands, including American Girl,
which also set specific diversity goals this year.
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2. Putting The Social
Back In Social Media

Leading up to 2020, society was experiencing a loneliness epidemic.
Research released in January 2020 from health insurer Cigna revealed that
61% of U.S. adults reported feeling lonely, with Gen Z (79%) and Millennials
(71%) especially likely to feel this way. Then came the pandemic, which
exacerbated the crisis. According to the latest data available at the time of
publication, nearly two in three U.S. adults aged 18-35 reported increased
feelings of loneliness since Covid-19 was declared a pandemic.
Without everyday IRL connection at workplaces or schools, and with people
limiting visits to or avoiding places that make up the fabric of community—
from grocery stores and coffee shops to gyms and religious institutions—it's
no surprise that loneliness, like the virus itself, has had a catastrophic
impact on society. Meanwhile, with furloughs, layoffs, and relocations, many
people are losing access to communities they had previously been a part
of. Add in the influx of empty streets and storefronts, and consumers have a
constant visual reminder that their community is fading.
To help cope with widespread isolation, consumers are shifting their
social media habits: they're becoming less interested in performative
content and garnering status, and increasingly gravitating to digital
spaces where they can truly connect with people in their lives and
form new friendships.
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FROM SOCIAL CURRENCY TO SOCIALIZING

2020 was a tipping point, in which
consumers pushed back on the
unproductive nature of scrolling
mindlessly, and recognized that posting
boastful content for others to compare
themselves to was insensitive and even in
conflict with the times. This period of
minimal IRL human togetherness drove a
need for digital spaces where people
could obtain this benefit online. As a
result, the pendulum is swinging back to
platforms that prioritize socializing over
social currency.
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While TikTok may seem to contradict this shift
because it has elements that engender status
and virality, it's also inherently communal. Users
don't come to TikTok to brag about how they
are living their best life; rather, they come to
express themselves, relate to others, and feel
understood. Take for instance how "TikTok has
become the soul of the LGBTQ Internet," as The
Washington Post put it, for letting individuals
share their raw feelings about their sexual
orientation and find support. What's more, as
the platform's algorithm
is so incredibly accurate
to a person's individual
interests, users are able
to find their own pockets
of community.

@stephaniesutto

While connection was the original
purpose of social media, that vision has
been lost in recent years, as many
platforms became promoters of followers,
likes, and views. As some users focus on
these measures of online validation, they
are finding that they don’t translate to
connection but instead leave them
feeling more alone.

MAKING IT MEANINGFUL

The desire for meaningful online connection is especially evident in the growth of emerging platforms
that serve the following purposes:
Connecting Existing Friends
Video chat platforms became a de facto form of social media
in 2020 to replicate seeing friends and family face-to-face,
and they will remain popular even after the pandemic. Though
Zoom fatigue eventually set in, especially as consumers were
using video chat for work and/or school, there's sustained
demand for platforms that provide video capabilities along
with activities for people to do simultaneously, such as gaming
and trivia. Having an experience to participate in helps
alleviate the pressure of being on screen and keeping up one’s
part of the conversation, which Houseparty is increasingly
leaning into having recently announced an integration with
Fortnite. Meanwhile, we expect to see continued interest in
platforms like Marco Polo, which likewise create closeness
between friends and family via video, but without the
commitment of all participants being live at the same time.

Demand for tools that help users better connect with
people in their lives is also evidenced by the explosive
popularity of Discord, a platform that originated for
gamers as a "place to talk" and now has more than
100 million monthly users, almost a third of whom are
there to talk about something other than gaming. Coviewing platforms and plugins, from Hulu's Watch
Party to Disney+'s GroupWatch, also took off to meet
this need. They have staying power by catering to
consumers' expectations for on-demand access,
while alleviating the solitary feeling of watching
content of one's choosing on their own time. Instead,
these new tools provide the social benefits of
appointment viewing, but the appointment is based
around the users' schedules.

Making New Friends
Though people have been embracing digital tools to make new friends for the past few years, from Bumble BFF to
platonically swiping on dating apps, demand to meet people reached new levels in 2020. Consider the resurgence of
Omegle, a precursor to Chatroulette, that pairs random visitors through video and text chat, or Yubo, an app where 40
million users, most of whom are under 25, chat or hang out live in virtual rooms with strangers who share similar
interests. Most recently, Clubhouse has entered this space, where people can drop-in for audio chats with strangers
(though it's an invite-only platform and currently available mostly to the celebrity crowd). While these platforms have
served a particularly important need at a time when people are at home and therefore cannot easily meet new people,
similar concepts are poised to last as they fill a basic human need for companionship, and the behavior has been
normalized on mass scale.
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Connecting Locally

Gathering In Virtual Worlds

As people were stuck at home and
concerned about having basic
essentials, they felt compelled to
be a good neighbor and check in
on those nearby, particularly those
who are elderly, disabled, or
immunocompromised. This instinct
to look out for others in times of
crisis led to the rapid growth of
digital tools to facilitate connection
among neighbors, particularly
Nextdoor, now used by one in four
American households. But the need
for localized connection isn't limited
to the reign of the pandemic, as
Facebook recognizes in launching
a similar service called
Neighborhoods. The rise in
localized platforms aligns with
consumers' desire for more
intimate spaces that facilitate
personal connection versus
platforms to broadcast en masse.
What's more, in a post-Covid-19
world, people will be starving for IRL
human interaction, and such
platforms cater to this by
connecting those who can easily
meet up given their close proximity.

Animal Crossing: New Horizons, Minecraft, Roblox, and the like
cater to the growing consumer demand for digital third spaces to
hang out. Though they are all gaming platforms, they appeal to
gamers and non-gamers alike as they aren't just about playing
and building—they are equally about socializing and community,
too. Consumers are further embracing the social nature of these
platforms, holding graduations, birthday parties, and even
weddings in these spaces, as well as participating in communityoriented events to showcase their values, from protesting in
support of the Black Lives Matter movement to celebrating Pride.
Even when we are able to experience life fully in the real world,
virtual ones will remain popular as a place to escape and
transcend distance to hang out
with friends who are not close
by, while becoming more
advanced with life-like
environments.

Animal Crossing:
New Horizons

Minecraft
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IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
While consumers certainly won't abandon digital platforms that allow them to garner status, such spaces
will need to adapt to offer more personal connection and conversation. Meanwhile, we expect to see brands
across categories increase their marketing efforts in newer, competitive platforms that are focused on
providing these benefits.

They are entering a community, so they need to act like a
member, not a brand encroaching on that culture. Take
inspiration from Grubhub, which further helped bring
members of Animal Crossing: New Horizons together by
hosting a virtual Friendsgiving. Consumers were already
using the platform as a gathering space to celebrate
occasions, and the food brand saw an opportunity to help
enhance this behavior, rather than interrupt it.
To create an inclusive and judgment-free zone. Much of
the appeal of these next gen platforms is that everyone is
on the same page—looking to feel closer to others and
meet new people. As a result, these platforms are open
and inviting by nature, which sharply contrasts with
walking into a bar and wondering if anyone will talk to you
or posting a selfie on Instagram and hoping people will
“like” it. When brands enter these spaces, or forge digital
communities of their own, they need to ensure they create
a welcoming atmosphere and tone that aligns with
modern consumers' expectations.

To make it casual for people to
hang out. On many of these
platforms, connecting is not a big
to-do. Users can often pop in and
out whenever works for them, and
see who is open to connecting.
Brands also need to make it easy
for people to come and go as they
please, so they can get the social
benefits without added stress of
feeling locked in.
To help consumers find their
corners within mass spaces.
Brands should go beyond what
their product/service is, and
facilitate connection by leaning
into who their consumers are and
what they value as a source of
common ground.
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In marketing via social-first digital spaces, brands need to remember:
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3. Turning On Screens
To Shut Out The World
About six months after the U.S. became a coronavirus hot spot, consumers were bored and
restless, so they took a trip to Paris. Not literally—they traveled to France through "Emily in
Paris" (if you’re in the know, you read the title as a rhyme), a Netflix show they didn’t know
they needed. As much about the setting and culture of the city as it is about the characters’
storyline, the show falls prey to many of the usual stereotypes, including superficiality,
heteronormativity, and overall unbelievability. But in a year that has been unbelievable in
many of the worst ways possible, consumers are leaning into the distraction of watching a
20-something galavant around a beautiful foreign country. They can’t all kiss strangers in the
shadow of the Eiffel Tower, and that’s exactly why they want to escape to an alternate reality
to fantasize about what’s possible.
Television and Paris aren’t the only means of escape consumers have sought since March.
Music has provided a soundtrack to transport listeners, whether it’s dancing along to Lady
Gaga’s "Chromatica" hits, or entering a dreamlike fairytale while listening to Taylor Swift’s two
new albums—both delightful surprises in a year with so many disappointing and disastrous
ones. Gaming has also seen a surge, as both avid gamers and newcomers find more time to
spend on screens, with Animal Crossing: New Horizons and PS5 at the top of the list of
impacts on the gaming industry this year. The former offers an escape to an island oasis
where no mysterious viruses or economic downfalls can bring down one's avatar, and players
act as congenial neighbors with kindness a key to playing. But we don’t even have to enter
other worlds to leave our current one, or utilize traditional entertainment means to find
escape; browsing homes on online retail marketplaces like Zillow lets consumers fantasize
about a different life, living in a mansion by the ocean or a cozy cabin in the woods—anything
but the same four walls they've been surrounded by for months. Farmhouses seem idyllic, too,
as “cottagecore” content on TikTok romanticizes life in nature; even though the great outdoors
is one of the safer spaces they can go, for most, living there is still a departure that offers a
chance to break free of the confines where they’ve been sheltering in place..
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Top 10

most-watched streaming
shows according to Nielsen
data included "Emily in Paris"
for the week after its premiere,
surpassing established
favorites including "Grey’s
Anatomy" and "Criminal
Minds." (Variety)
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75%

increase in gaming the
week of March 16th
compared to the previous
week. (Verizon)
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11 million

copies of Animal
Crossing: New Horizons
sold by the end of March
2020. (The Guardian)

2.8 billion

visits to Zillow’s mobile
apps and websites in Q3
2020, a 35% year-over-year
increase. (Millionacres)

4.7 billion

views of #cottagecore
videos on TikTok. (TikTok)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Consumers are looking for opportunities to escape the pandemic without leaving the safety of their homes, and
the entertainment mediums that can provide this getaway don’t have to be in the usual formats.
Consumers quickly tired of the “we’re all in this
together” messaging from brands that
dominated the beginning of the Covid-19
pandemic. They know we’re all in this; what
consumers really want from brands is the
chance to pretend like we’re out of it. Brands that
offer safe spaces for consumers (whether that
be through lavish luxurious fantasies or cozy
comforting idylls in their storytelling and
messaging) can thrill consumers with a moment
of otherness—as in, any other time than now.

Even though travel influencers are grounded—or at least restricted—their beautifully
curated content is still a top social media destination. Planning a future vacation or just
daydreaming about waking up somewhere else is a low-stakes way to escape the
repetition of the everyday. Brands can partner with travel influencers in unusual and
unique ways that can provide a green screen onto which consumers can project their
ideal scenario.
Gaming has been on the rise for years as it’s become a portal to widespread
entertainment, social connection, and even education. Brands can sponsor gamers,
promote products with avatars and ads within a game, or even build a virtual space of
their own—even a sponsored universe can be more fun and relaxing than our current one.

While the pendulum for this type of light escapism will swing back to heavier genres eventually, be wary of taking it too far in the opposite direction—we
don’t expect that people will be craving movies, books, and TV shows about the pandemic anytime soon (and the productions Hollywood is slating to create
align with this). Once the masks are off, people will be looking forward to escaping not the present but the past; pandemic entertainment may be welcome
for the history books down the line, but consumers aren’t clamoring to see it on-screen in the immediate future.
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4. Values Statements
Are In Style

Bir
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In a time when talking to strangers can be
difficult and even dangerous, consumers are
still finding ways to raise their voices.
Apparel and accessories (from hats to
masks to t-shirts) that make statements
for their wearers—with slogans, images,
and symbols broadcasting one’s values
and beliefs—are becoming increasingly
prevalent as consumers no longer want
to wait to be asked their opinions.
Red hats may forever be associated with
President Trump’s “Make America Great
Again” tagline; face masks have repurposed
a quote formerly appropriate for bumper
stickers meant to warn off tailgaters to
address social distancing violators: “if you’re
reading this, you’re too close;” shirts, pins,
jewelry, and more depicting Ruth Bader
Ginsburg’s iconic dissent collar are for sale
across the internet. In years prior, consumers
wearing a t-shirt they purchased while
visiting Amsterdam or attending a Snoop
Dogg concert might be signaling they are
open to using weed; now, a consumer
wearing a “legalize marijuana” shirt is clear
about it. Covert signals have become overt
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statements as a shift in society, led largely
by social media, has moved people to talk
about (and display) topics that were once
taboo, such as politics, religion, and drugs.
Thousands of women knit pink “pussyhats” to
wear to the 2017 Women’s March in an
outcry against Trump. In the nearly four
years since, we’ve bypassed the level of pop
culture savvy that was required to
understand this type of statement and
spelled our views out more literally. This year,
celebrities including Billy Porter, Mindy Kaling,
Oprah, Lizzo, Taylor Swift, Kerry Washington,
and more donned apparel encouraging
people to vote, and designers including
Michael Kors, Tory Burch, and Levi’s created
clothing to spread the message. Following
the murder of George Floyd, “Black Lives
Matter” masks started appearing across the
country—and there’s something particularly
symbolic about putting this phrase
physically over your mouth, proclaiming your
support while protecting others from the
Covid-19 virus, which has disproportionately
affected Black Americans in the U.S.

Covid-19 apparel has also become popular, with glamour shots of Dr. Fauci or reminders to “stay the
f*ck home.” And when news surfaced of the USPS’s struggles this summer, merch to help save the postal
service became the hottest streetwear style.

//

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Apparel isn’t the only industry that can create statement pieces—nor is it the only industry that should
participate in the trend, election year or not.

Consumers are seeking creative ways to
showcase their principles, whether it’s on
clothing or on social media. If it doesn’t make
sense for a brand to emblazon products with a
statement, they can do so on their social feeds,
amplifying not just their views but also the
voices of their consumers. And subtlety can
work in a brand’s favor too, like Patagonia’s line
of shorts with “vote the assholes out” stitched on
an internal tag; the line is a catchphrase of the
brand’s founder, referring to politicians who
ignore climate change.

Brands also need to be prepared and have a policy
in place for instances when employees may not
agree with each other (or their employer) about
visible statements. Goodyear was both applauded
and condemned when an employee training slide
was leaked declaring that employees could wear
BLM and LGBTQIA+ apparel but not clothing
depicting sentiments such as All Lives Matter and
MAGA. The company stated that according to their
internal guidelines, the former is permissible in
support of equity rights, but the latter is not because
the display of political affiliations is not allowed.

This rising style is correlated to two additional trends: consumers’ self-expression has become so wrapped up in
the causes and issues they care about that they feel the need to publicly display them, and a negativity around
materialism and conspicuous consumption right now (leading to a drop in sales of designer logos) that makes
them feel better to purchase a new item that helps them be an advocate, visually and/or financially. Even though
causes can seem fleeting (like the 2020 election), consumers see campaign apparel as being a part of history, to
be worn in the future as a badge of honor. Brands that donate proceeds of relevant products are seen as even
more in-step with consumers’ values. And in the future, it will be even more unmistakable what consumers stand
for. Within the next decade, broadcasting beliefs will be as common on our LinkedIn pages as sharing our location
and education. Instead of polarizing, this will be seen as an invitation to have informed and impactful
conversations. Brands that aren’t as forthcoming will lose their sway in culture and be seen as committing the
ultimate modern day sin: lacking in transparency and authenticity.
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12,759
1
46,600
21,900
900%

units of the top three
most popular MAGA
hats sold per month on
Amazon. (JungleScout)
day for the Biden-Harris
campaign to sell out of
"Will you shut up,
man?" shirts after the
first presidential
debate. (Mashable)
"vote shirt" product
entries available for
sale on Etsy. (Etsy)

"Black Lives Matter
mask" product
entries available for
sale on Etsy. (Etsy)
increase in Google
searches for "USPS
merch" during the
postal service crisis
between July and
August. (Ypulse)
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5. Beauty Experimentation
Leads To A Maximalist
Aesthetic
Pandemic culture has revolutionized one of the most personal canvases for self-expression: our
faces. On one hand, people rarely leave their houses, and when they do, mask mandates and
social distancing means that a large portion of their faces go unseen by others. On the other
hand, endless Zoom calls for work and socializing put people’s faces front and center. This
combination of emphasis and de-emphasis has given consumers, particularly Gen Z and
Millennials, creative freedom to explore and experiment with their looks, from investing in fancy
multi-step skincare routines to cutting one’s own hair to foregoing lipstick to focus on dramatic
eye makeup. Rather than viewing new (and even out of character) aesthetic choices as crazy or
weird, 2020 has applauded experimental looks as brave and playful; with so much going on in the
world, wearing bold makeup or putting a streak of bright color in one’s hair can be catharsis.
Beauty got the DIY treatment during the pandemic. This was partially out of necessity as salons
were shut down; partially out of boredom with just about everything else shut down, too; and
partially out of using our time at home to reinvent ourselves. Hair dye was one of the first
maximalist beauty expressions to take off during the pandemic; temporary hair color brand
Overtone sold out of fun colors including pinks, blues, purples, and greens. At-home haircuts also
gained popularity as an impermanent form of expression—sheltering in place has given people
confidence to finally get bangs or try a dramatic style they were too nervous to do when they saw
people at work or school every day. Multistep skincare tutorials also took off on YouTube and TikTok
as people researched ways to enhance their routine; extreme makeup videos saw the same, as
people entertained themselves by finally using the bright and bold colors in their eyeshadow
palettes usually reserved for special occasions (if used at all). If minimalism is about keeping

204%

year-over-year increase
in eye makeup sales for
the 3-month period
ending June 28.
(Business Insider)
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58 million

things simple, maximalism is about putting things on display, and in 2020 consumers were
desperate for more bright and shiny things to bring them joy. It might seem ironic that staying
in gave people the green light to go all out, but now that they’ve tasted the freedom of
experimenting with bold new looks, they’ll keep trying, even after DIY is no longer a necessity.

//

views of #MaskMakeup
on TikTok. (TikTok)

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

23%

increase in sales of hair
coloring products in the first
quarter of 2021 compared to
last year. (Glossy)

Experimenting with new hair and makeup isn’t just about looking good, it’s about feeling good. Even non-aesthetic brands
can find a way to promote this benefit through various products.

Consumers are experimenting with
maximalism and brands can, too. Brands can
get funky with new beauty products or show
how to revamp existing ones to allow for more
room to play. Collabs can give cross-industry
companies access to this space, like iconic
‘90s brand Lisa Frank partnering with modern
makeup brand Morphe to produce a neon
palette and application tools. User-generated
content shows consumers taking it to the
absolute max by transforming their faces into
Lisa Frank’s brightly colored animal characters
with the limited edition makeup.

Self-expression and self-care are tied
together, and during the pandemic
we’re in particular need of the latter
which can be aided by the former.
Beauty and personal care brands are
promoting mental health benefits, like
Kiehl’s offering “Mask and Meditate”
sessions where they partnered with
wellness brand Inscape to host live
meditation sessions on Instagram,
encouraging viewers to apply a Kiehl’s
mask and enjoy a moment of
maximalist feel good “me time.”

The maximalist, experimental beauty trend is still on the upswing as we prepare for a
winter spent bundled up at home even more so than usual. With the financial
uncertainty of the unstable economy, treating oneself to fun new beauty products can
be an affordable splurge that makes consumers feel good in a time when positivity is
priceless. Once the pandemic is over and we’re allowed to convene in-person again,

When it comes to beauty
treatments, we’re trying to do
them all ourselves, from
coloring our hair to painting our
nails. Brands can create howto videos for beginners seeking
guidance, and think of what
other services (in and out of
the beauty space) can be
offered online during this time
when in-person experiences
are kept to a minimum.

Brands outside of the
personal care space can still
contribute to consumers
looking for new ways to look
good at home. Snapchat
expanded its famous filters
from phones to laptops with
its Zoom integration, allowing
users to add filters to do their
makeup, change their hair
color, don a unicorn horn, or
turn into a dancing pickle.

we’ll be so excited to show off our newfound winged eyeliner skills, blue hair streaks, and
at-home mani talent that we’ll continue to seek wilder looks to consistently up the ante
and challenge our friends to top us, so we’ll start going back to the salon for inspiration
and to learn from the professionals.
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6. Psychedelics Reach
A Tripping Point
Billionaire investor Peter Thiel, "Shark Tank" persona Kevin O’Leary, and Toms shoes
founder Blake Mycoskie have a lot in common when it comes to their entrepreneurship: they’ve all invested in psychedelics. The intention isn’t to create a party club—
the goal of their investments is to produce treatment for mental health struggles
including anxiety, depression, PTSD, and even addiction. While this may seem
counterintuitive, there is growing promise in studies of the use of psychedelics for
improving these conditions. And it’s not just fanciful hedge funders and experimental
scientists promoting the positive perks of so-called party drugs; voters in Oregon
and Washington D.C. approved measures to decriminalize drug possession and
allow for the therapeutic use of psychedelic mushrooms (psilocybin), and a
California lawmaker has announced his intention to introduce similar legislation in
January 2021.
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Microdosing, or consuming very small amounts of psychedelics to induce various
states such as feeling focused, creative, and present—but not high—started to
appear in the more mainstream cultural lexicon within the past few years. The term
had been rising in Google search trends for a few years, helped along by Silicon
Valley startups, then starting to expand beyond that culture. In 2018, a book featuring
the potential for psychedelics to treat various conditions ("How to Change Your
Mind: What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us About Consciousness,
Dying, Addiction, Depression, and Transcendence") became a New York Times
number one best seller. Early this year, before the pandemic took over every U.S.
media outlet and social media platform, Gwyneth Paltrow’s Netflix show "The Goop
Lab" included psychedelics in its exploration of “challenging wellness topics,” sparking
both interest and controversy. These modern forays into illicit substances are not
meant to remove users from reality but to help them cope with it; rather than
creating a health crisis, they are attempting to solve one.

//

68%

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Stigma around mental health is declining, and it’s leading to a decline in the stigma around
new treatments for it, too. Whether from a scientific or emotional angle, helping people through
their struggles is no longer taboo.

16

While it may not make sense for all brands to jump on the magic mushroom ride,
they can assist in helping solve the root of the problem: the mental health crisis.
Providing access to information and care is important, as is simply addressing the
problem instead of pretending it doesn’t exist. Personal care brand Harry’s
partnered with DoSomething.org for a campaign encouraging young men to talk
about mental health and build self-care into their routine. At the foundation,
consumers need emotional and community support.

U.S. states (including
Washington D.C.) have
legalized recreational use
of marijuana.
(Addiction Center)
1 in 4 13- to 36-year-olds
think marijuana is VERY
effective at treating pain
or anxiety. (Ypulse)

The mindset around drugs is shifting nationwide, starting with weed and
expanding to other substances. Brands have an opportunity to show a progressive
stance by being open to the legalization of psychedelics. Supporting legislation
that is intended to in turn support the mental wellbeing of society is an important
form of assistance.
Just 10 years ago marijuana was illegal in all 50 states, but today it is fully illegal in only six
states; it’s not so hard to envision a future where psychedelics find a legitimized route to
medicinal and even recreational use. As psychedelics progressively lose their “party drug”
reputation, their applications can be seen as a benefit to society rather than a burden—
instead of tempting users down a path of demons and addiction it will help them reverse
such a journey. New forms of psychedelic therapy are on the horizon, with a small but vocal
cadre of investors and lawmakers leading the charge to a more enlightened—and more
simply, a less depressed—society.
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of adults support the
legalization of marijuana,
a record high. (Gallup)

$30
million
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raised by the Multidisciplinary
Association for Psychedelic
Studies to make approval of
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy
a reality in the U.S., Canada and
Israel and to start the
commercialisation of this
treatment. (Founders Pledge)
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7. Cities Aren't Dead;
They're Going Through
A Metamorphosis
While Covid-19 has driven many urbanites to suburban and rural environments in search of
more spacious accommodations to social distance and shelter-in-place, cities are far from
over. Rather, the pandemic has provided a chance to reimagine how cities can function in a
post-Covid-19 world to address the economic and environmental crises, and provide a
better quality of life. In particular, mayors of Barcelona, London, Melbourne, Paris, Portland,
and more are proposing “15-minute cities” as a necessary recovery plan. According to this
concept, almost all of a resident’s needs, including living, work, retail, and amenities, should
be available within 15 minutes by foot, bike, or public transit in order to reclaim time,
community, and wellbeing for people and the planet.
Specifically, 15-minute cities would boast more car-free streets to allow for more pedestrian
and bike lanes, greenery and public squares, and mixed-use spaces. Take for instance
Barcelona, which is converting one-third of central streets into car-free green spaces, or
Paris, which will make 650 kilometers of bike lanes permanent post-pandemic. These shifts
are increasingly possible as work from home has challenged the notion that cities need to
be separated into distinct areas for working and living. As a result, downtown districts are
poised to become decentralized and replaced by more micro communities.
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In the future, as people have more of what they need nearby, they
can invest more time and money into supporting their local
community. This concept would also help temper the widening
economic gap between the haves and have nots, particularly as
plans for 15-minute cities tend to include affordable housing, and
as part of this concept, all zones within a city would have the

//

same types of access within 15 minutes, rather than lower-income
residents being able to afford only places farther away from these
benefits. Moreover, with less need to travel on a daily basis, and
increased ability to get around in eco-friendly ways, cities can
drastically reduce their carbon emissions, and residents can
spend more time enjoying their greener environment.

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Brands across all industries can play a critical role in helping revamp cities, which would not only
create a better way of life for urbanites, but also society as a whole by improving the urgent
economic and environmental crises.
From an infrastructure standpoint, brands can sponsor
bike share programs, parks, recreational spaces, facilities
for community gathering, etc. While many brands do this
already, the emergence of 15-minute cities will only
heighten consumers' focus on the local community, and
thereby increase the importance for brands to play a part.
As 15-minute cities depend on flexible, mixed-use spaces,
brands with physical outposts should emphasize their
stores as community gathering spots versus just a
destination for commerce. For instance, in the future,
retailers could become coworking companies in their own
right by letting remote workers book areas within their
shops. Just as many retailers converted their stores into
voter registration hubs ahead of the 2020 election, we
expect brands with physical outposts to increasingly open
up their doors to help do good for their local community.

Big brands should consider how they can help
support small and/or local businesses so that
everyone benefits. For instance, imagine a QSR
doing a limited-time collaboration with a familyowned eatery.
Brands should incorporate local pride in their
physical outposts, so that visiting each location
feels special to that particular place. Take
inspiration from Target's small-format stores, which
feature art from local creators, or beauty brand
Aesop, which makes the design of each store
different to reflect the nearby environment in which
it's located, and uses local designers and architects
to create each concept. Brands that take this
approach convey they want to celebrate each
local neighborhood, rather than encroach on it.
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About Us

Emily Anatole

Emily is a trend forecaster, generational expert,
and insights guru with nearly a decade of
experience translating culture and consumer
behavior into opportunities for brands. Having
worked at Live Nation and boutique youth
insights firms Cassandra and Ypulse, Emily
has developed the superpower of uncovering
macro and micro shifts and applying them
across categories.
Emily contextualizes what's next for Fortune 500
brands by creating trends reports, leading trend
talks, and presenting at conferences, including
Youth Marketing Summit 2019. She has also
written for Forbes and MediaPost, been quoted in
Digiday, Glossy, and The Food Network, and
contributed insights to The Wall Street Journal,
Adweek, and Women's Wear Daily.

Meredith Hirt

Meredith Hirt is a dynamic writer, editor, and
strategist specializing in data-driven storytelling.
Her aptitude for trendspotting enables her to
build culturally relevant insights to fulfill myriad
business objectives, particularly offering
implications and actions for understanding and
engaging unique consumer segments.
With seven+ years of experience across editorial
and strategy—most recently at Fullscreen and
Cassandra—Meredith has contributed to
thought leadership, new business development,
client relationships, custom research solutions,
launching a trends podcast, and more. Her
wordsmith abilities traverse paper (including
quotes in Wall Street Journal, Adweek, Vox,
and GQ) conference rooms, and event spaces to
bring insights to life.

Melanie Shreffler

Melanie Shreffler is a consumer expert and a
trusted partner to her clients. She leverages the
power of culture to unlock opportunities for
brands. In her roles at consumer intelligence
firms including Cassandra, Smarty Pants, and
Ypulse, Melanie has worked with top brands
leading strategic initiatives to help them
reposition, innovate, and monetize their
audiences by capitalizing on emerging shifts
ahead of their competition.
Melanie speaks about the next generation of
consumers at events and conferences, including
recent appearances at SXSW, Advertising
Week, and Social Media Week. She regularly
shares her expertise to industry publications
and has been quoted by The New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Fast Company, and more.
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